The objective at this paper is to bridge the gap between ACP and TCSP. To this end, ACP is extended with two non-deterministic choice operators in a setting of bisimulation semantics. With these operators, we can express safety properties of systems without the use of silent steps, and we can verify safety properties in a setting in which no assumption on fairness (or unfairness) has been made.
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The objective of this paper is to bridge the gap between ACP [BEK84, BA W90] and TCSP [BRHR84, HOA85] . Earlier, in [BEK088] and [BABKS?J, ready, failure and ready trace semantic models have been provided for ACP. However, these models do not take into account TCSP's rather sophisticated views on non-determinism versus choice. We agree with the observation underlying TCSP that externally influenciblc choice and nOll-determinism are to be distinguished and that more than one operator is needed.
After many experiments, we have concluded that it may be useful to extend ACP with two more operators:
• t:r • U A choice p + q is made exactly when the first action of p or q is executed, so the choice is made at the root of the system. On the other hand. a choice p U q is made a long time ago, before any action is executed in the system whatsoever. Finally, a choice p tt-q is somewhere in between the previous actions, but we don't know where; p t:r q behaves somewhere between p U q and p + q.
The choice p tt q is called static because when control arrives at its root state probably just one option is left; the choice p U q is called collecting hecause it represents {p, q} (with the notational convention in mind that p = {p)). The choice p tt q is called partial because only partial information about the timing of the choice is available.
In [BAB94} we have provided a connection between the communication mechanisms ofCCS (see [MILSOJ) and ACP. This paper complements that one. It deviates from [BKOSS} by being based on bisimulation entirely. In this way we hope to have it both ways: combine TCSP's sophistication concerning choice and non-determinism with the mathematical clarity of bisimulalions, the cornerstone of CCS.
Further we find that the introduction of partial choice and collecting choice allows us in many cases to express safety properties of systems without the use of silent steps and to verify safety properties in a setting in which no assumption about fairness (or unfairness) has yet been made. Avoiding silent steps as well as fairness considerations arc virtues of TCSP that we consider advantages indeed. We hope to have extended ACP in such a way that these virtues have become available in the ACP setting as well.
Moreover, ollr introduction of partial choice Illay shed new light on probabilistic choice (see [BABS92] ) and the combination of prohahilistic choice with other choice operators (cf. [JON93J).
Finally, our development is such that in the ahsence of silent steps, a model can also be found along the lines of the projective limit model of [BEK84}, which is in fact an alternative presentation of the metric space model of [BAZ82] .
PROCESS ALGEBRA WITH PARTIAL CHOICE.
We start by extending process algehra with the partial choice operator t:r.
BASIC PROCESS ALGEBRA.
Assume that we have a (finite) set of constants A = {a,b,G, ... } and a special constant /) e' A. Further, we have the binary operators + (dynamic choice), tt (partial choice), . (sequential composition). The axioms for +,. are the standard axioms for BPA e , except that axiom A3 (X + X = Xl is restricted to atomic actions. See tahle I (a E A). A3 is restricted, because it does not hold anymore for processes involving the new choice operator. Note that the axioms in table I still provide a complete axiomatisation of the standard model of BPA e . This is a consequence of the following lemma. 
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Process algebra with partial choice 2.2 LEMMA. Let t be a closed term over BPA e . Then A I ,2,4,6, AA3 f-t + t = t.
PROOF: We use induction on the structure of basic terms (see e.g. [BA W90]).
I.
Constants: for atoms, this is AA3, for Ii it follows from A6.
II. Prefix multiplication: a·x + a·x = (a + a)·x = a·x.
III. Dynamic sum: (x + y) + (x + y) = x + (y + (x + y)) = x + ((x + y) + y) = x + (x + (y + y)) = = (x + x) + (y + y) = X + y.
2.3 PARTIAL SUM.
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The partial alternative composition operator has the same laws as the dynamic alternative composition operator, except that we have the full analogue of axiom A3 of BPA (X + X = X), but no A6. As far as mutual distributivity of alternative composition operators is concerned, partial sum comes before dynamic sum. The partial sum operator obeys exactly the laws of the sum operator in [BABS92] . Thus it is the partial sum operator that can be extended to a probabilistic slim.
We call the basic theory with the two alternative composition operators BPAtT. 
We can give an intuition for this inequality as follows: t+t has more non-determinism than t, because different non-deterministic choices can have been made in the different copies of t.
2.6 SEMANTICS.
We define a process graph model, similar in spirit to the stratified model of [HAJ90, HAN91] . We distinguish between a partial slim branching and a dynamic SlIlll branching.
We define ap-graph to be a quintuple (8, D, -., -", r) such that:
• S is the set of stalic or partial slates The interpretation function will assign a p-graph from lPG to each process. We proceed to define the interpretation. First, constants. ...
Partial SUIll. We deline 9 t:!-h, for two p-graphs g,h. Let g,h be given with disjoint state sets. Then 9 t:!-h is obtained by creating a new root node r, and adding, for each unlabeled transition S -/. d
where S is the root of 9 or h, a new unlabeled transition r -I' d.
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Dynamic sum. Let two p-graphs g,h be given with disjoint state sets. We obtain g+h by creating a new root node r, and creating a new dynamic node (d,e) for each pair consisting of a dynamic node d in 9 reachable from the root by an unlabeled arrow. e a similar node in h. We have unlabeled transitions r Sequential composition. Let two p-graphs g,h be given with disjoint state sets. We obtain g·h by appending a copy of h to each endnode of g.
STRUCTURED tll'EI{ATIONAL SEMANTICS.
a -H ~ X -I. 0
r;;-;;I a , ~ -. x·y
Xt:l-y -I' ~I, y--I:::I x -I' 0 Modulo the definition of bisimulation that follows, the structured operational semantics yields the same graphs as the definitions above. We will omit the proof of this fact.
PARTIAL IlISIMULATION.
Let two p-graphs g,h be given, and let R be a relation between nodes of 9 and nodes of h. R is a parlial bisimulatiol1 if:
the roots are related v. if R(s,I) Ihen S is an end node iff I is an end node.
We say that 9 is parlially bisimilar to h, denoled 9 ((-'; h, if there is a partial bisimulation from 9 to h.
We say that two p-graphs g,h are bi.l'il11l1lalioll e'lllivalelll if 9 ((-'; hand h «-7 g. It is easy to see HINT OF PROOF: First we need to prove thatJil'G/((-'; is a partial order algebra. Then, it is sufficient to check each axiom separately.
We proceed to investigate the converse of theorem 2.X, i.e. the completeness of our axiomatisation.
In order to do this, we first need the notion of a basic term.
2.9 DEFINITION. We define the set of basic terms 'B inductively, with the help of an intermediary set 'B+. In 'E, the top operator is a partial sum and in ' 13+ a dynamic sum.
An example of a basic term: (a·(b 1::1-(c + d)) + b) t:J-li.
Let p be a process in BPA-H-. We say p has a dYllal11ic head lIormalform (p E HNF+) if there are n,m E N with n + m > 0, a1, ... , an E A, b1, ... , b m E Au{Ii} and processes P1, ... , PI1 such that BPA-H-f-P = a1'P1 + ... + an'Pn + b1 + ... + b m · We say a process q has a /)(Irlia/ hew/llornwl/imll (q E HNFI::I-) if there is k > 0 and processes q1, ... , qk in dynamic head normal form sllch that BPA-H-f-q = q1 t:J-... 1::1-qk.
Note that Jil'G/*", F P = P + P holds for all P E HNF+. It is easy to see that this law does not hold for all processes, as the counterexample P '" a t:J-b shows.
2.10 THEOREM: Let S he a closed tcrlll. Theil there is a basic terlll I such that BPA-H-f-S = I. 
2.11 THEOREM (COMPLETENESS). Let s,1 be closed terms. Then Usi ~ ntI => BPAt!-I-s ~ t.
HINT OF PROOF: By 2.10, it is enough to consider basic terms. Using the structured operational semantics of 2.6, we show that for each basic term t we have:
• 1--1> "--I' <=; t'E ' 13 /\ :l1"E '13:lS,S'E '13+ «PACI,21-I=l"tt-s v PACI,21-I=s)
On the basis of these equivalences, the theorem follows easily.
ADDITIONAL OPERATORS.
We sketch the extension of BPAt!-with additional operalors. First, free merge. In table 6, a E Au 
for 0 E {+, t:J-} Finally, we will consider systems of recursive equations. Treatment of these is standard, see e.g.
[BA W90). We will only consider completely guarded equations in the sequel. As an open question, we leave the formulation of axioms or proof rules in order to deal with slich systems. Thus, we will only use semantic reasoning, where infinite processes arc concerned.
GRAPH MODEL.
Definition of parallel composition on the graph model is not so straightforward. We give the definition of merge with communication only for a restricted subset, for graphs in which each dynamic state has exactly one incoming transition. We can do this because each p-graph is bisilllulation equivalent with
such a graph (proof omitted). Then the definition goes as follows:
let two p-graphs 9 = (81, D1, -'1, -1'1, r1), h = (82, D2, -'2, -1'2, r2) be given with disjoint state sets and with exactly one incoming transition for each dynamic node. The set of static nodes of 9 II h is 81 X 82, the set of dynamic nodes D1 X D2, the root is (r1, r2), we have Next, the definition of encapsulation is straightforward. Let p-graph 9 be given. VH(g) is obtained from 9 by erasing all transitions d "-, s with a E H. 2.14 EXAMPLE. We illustrate the definition of parallel composition. We assume there is no communication. 
IMPLEMENTATION.
If a process P can be written without the tT operator, we call P total. If P " 0, we say that P is a realisation of a. If moreover P is total and P is computable, then we say that P is an implemelllation of a.
STANDARD REALlSATtON.
We define the standard realisation function SR inductively (a E A u {oj): Note that since a·(1 tT s) = (a + a)·(1 tT s) = a·(1 tT s) + a·(1 tT s) 2 a·1 + a·s, we always have SR(p) 2 p. Moreover, if I is in dynamic head normal form, then SR(I) is total.
EXAMPLE: an unreliable channel, that Illay corrupt messages is given by the recursive equation
3.2 DEFtNtTION. We call a process P d"adlock!i'"'' iff P has a p-graph without a deadlock node. 3.4 NOTE. A method for verification may now proceed as follows. First, a system is described in the form P = OH(P1 II ... II Pn) for certain processes Pi that might contain partial choice operators. Then, a proof is given that OH(SR(P1) II ... II SR(P n )) is a solution for X, in a specification that is usually in terms of'q(X), say ~I(X) = E(~I(X)) for a certain rccursive equation E. Using standard realisation, each of the components is given an implementation, so that we get an automaton model. Often, the first step is skipped in this procedure. This introduces philosophical complications about the states of the specification.
If oH(SR(P1) II ... II SR(P n )) fails the specification, we know that a very plausible implementation fails, so we are warned about the validity of OH(P1 II ... II Pn). Often, that oH(SR(P1) II ... II SR(P n )) satisfies the specification is proven under a general overall fairness assumption (which is quite reasonable in case of finite state systems). Then. if implementations OJ ::;: Pi arc considered which are sometimes not fair. we must be careful: process OH(a1 II ... II On) may contain an I-Iiveloek Process algebra with partial choice 11 that dH(8R(P1) II ... II 8R(P n )) does not show. An example of this is given hy the unreliable channel in 3.1, used in an alternating bit protocol (as in 3.5), taking the implementation 0= let/1 (d)· i·S2(.l)·O of the channel. Even in other cases, the proof of 11(X) = E(11(X)) may usc a kind of combined fairness which the OJ cannot be supposed to have.
ALTERNATING BIT PROTOCOL.
Let D be a finite set of data. We use the standard read/send communication function given by rk(x) I Sk(X) = Ck(X) for communication p0l1 k and message X (and I) otherwisc). We specify sender 8, unreliable channels K,L and receiver R as in [BA W90].
l}} is the set of communication
is the set of internal actions, and II is the pre-abstraction operator (from [BAB88) ), that renames all internal actions into t.
ABP is a partial process specifying the alternating hit protocol. Constructing the transition system for this process, we can derive the following recursive specification for ABP:
Adding more non-determinism, we can simplify this specification considerably. Consider the following recursive specitication, and let process BUF1 be a solution for this specification:
By considering the p-graphs of these processes. we can derive ABP ~ BUF1 holds in our model. It is an open question, how to derive this inequality on the basis of algebraic calculations.
FIFO QUEUES.
BUF1 is a general specification of a one-place buffer. It has many different realisations. We think that everyone-place buffer described will be a realisation of this process. We can generalise even further.
and present (without further comment) a specification (with input port I and output port 2) such that every unbounded or bounded buffer or queue will be a realisation of it. The variables are parametrised by sequences of data elements from D.
In a setting where we also have collecting slim U, some things change. The main difference is, that all axioms that involve a duplication of a variable turn into inequalities.
BASIC PROCESS ALGEBRA.
We start with BPA. so we have a (finite) set of constants A = {a.b.G .... }. a special constant /) 11' A. and binary operators +. U, tt, '. Axioms A4, PAC3.4,5 are not valid anymore. The axioms in table 9 replace the ones of BPAtt-in tahles I and 2. Notice that the inequality version of PAC}. X,.; X tt X.
is a direct consequence of PAC6. obtain a set of traces by using static choice only. Note that dynamic and par1ial choice distribute over U but not the other way around, thus the static choice has precedence (comes before) other forms of choice. In TCSP there is distribution both ways. We think that this two-way distribution is incompatible with the bisimulation model, and forces the lise of failure semantics. Therefore, we do not include the other distributive law here.
As for partial choice, X U Ii = X, docs not hold. This is because the choice has already been made, and so deadlock cannot be avoickd if the wrong choice has been made. CAC8 expresses the idea that realisation reduces collecting non-determinislll.
The axioms in tables 9 and 10 together give the theory BPAu. If a process P can be written without the U operator, we call P cOlllweled. Thus, in section 2 we treated the theory of the connected processes. Consistent with the terminology in section 3, if P can be written without t::r and U, we call P total.
SEMANTtCS.
In a setting with collecting Slim, our semantic domain now consists of nonempty sets of p-graphs. Let IP'IP'G be the set of nonempty sets of p-graphs from IP'G. The interpretation of the constants now becomes the singleton set consisting of the earlier interpretation.
For collecting sum, we simply put IP U on = IPn u Ion. For all other binary operators 0 (so 0 E {+, ., t::r)) we put HP 0 on = {g 0 h : 9 E lPn, hE IOI}.
We define partial hisimulation onlP'lP'G as follows: G (f-') H iff IfgE G ::JhE H 9 (f-') h.
We can still obtain soundness as before. For basic terms, we need an extra layer for collecting sum at the top.
4.3 DEFtNtTION. We define an extended set of basic terms 'llu by adding the following clauses to definition 2.9. 
(XU Y) t::r Z --> (X t::r Z) U (Y t::r Z) X t::r (YU Z) --> (X t::r Y) U (X t::r Z) PROOF: By 4.4, we Illay suppose t E 'Bu. We usc induction on the structure of basic terms. All cases except the following are handled in lemilla 2.5. Suppose the lemma holds for x,y, then: xUysxUyU(x+~U~+x)S~+~U(y+~U(x+~U~+~= = ((x U y) + x) U ((x U y) + y) = (x + (x U y)) U (y + (x U y)) = (x U y) + (x U y). 
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We show the axioms for ACPu. The ones for PAu can be obtained easily from these. We see that the full expansion theorem is no longer valid. The way to expand the merge is to first get all collecting pmtial sum and collecting Sliln. This serves to bridge the gap between ACP and TCSP: we can combine TCSP's distinction between choice and non-determinism with the operational structure of bisimulations.
Further we found that the introduction of partial choice and collecting choice allows us, in some cases, to express safety properties of systems without the use of silent steps and to verify safety 16 J.G.M. Baeten & J.A. Bergstra properties in a setting in which no assumption ahout fairness (or unfairness) has been made. These verifications take place in the model; an algehraic style of verification has 110t been proposed here.
Avoiding silent steps as well as fairness considerations are virtues ofCSP that we consider advantages indeed. We think we have extended ACP in such a way that these virtues have become available in the ACP setting as well.
We found that it is the partial sum operator, that extends nicely to a probabilistic sum operator.
Thus, the theory presented here forms a possible basis for a theory involving probabilistic choice together with other forms of choice. This allows one to describe systems where we know the probability of some choices, but not of all choices.
